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Key Points

The return of volatility in asset markets has
caused investors to seek new forms of
protection. Volatility targeting, the practice of
adjusting the leverage in a portfolio to keep its
volatility close to a desired target, has been
gaining popularity.

The goal of volatility targeting is not enhanced
returns, but rather to provide a more stable
ride for investors over time. This approach can
be applied to both single and multi-asset class
portfolios.

During periods of extreme volatility, volatility
targeting not only manages drawdowns and
volatility more effectively than an unmanaged
portfolio but can also alleviate panic selling. 

In addition to volatility reduction, volatility
targeted multi-asset strategies, like the
Research Affiliates Global Multi-Asset Index,
provide the benefits of diversification and
increased risk-adjusted returns.
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Introduction

Following a period of relatively calm asset markets from 2013-2019, in which the

CBOE Volatility Index (VIX) averaged just below 15, volatility in asset markets has

returned  and investors have been looking for ways to protect themselves. A unique

approach to risk reduction that has gained popularity in recent years is volatility

targeting. Volatility targeting is the explicit practice of adjusting the leverage in a

portfolio in an effort to keep its volatility close to a desired target. These types of

strategies are increasingly popping up in exchange-traded funds as well as being the

engine within various structured products, including fixed index annuities.

As with most things in academic finance, the study of portfolio volatility targeting

started with equity portfolios. More recently however, investors, including Research

Affiliates, have started utilizing this tool in multi-asset portfolios, providing

diversification benefits across equities, bonds and commodities while keeping

volatility within a manageable range.

In this paper we explain how volatility targeting works, examine applications across

both single asset class equity portfolios as well as multi-asset portfolios and

highlight the benefits of incorporating volatility targeting strategies in investor

portfolios.

What is Volatility Targeting?

Volatility targeting is a portfolio management tool aimed at managing portfolio risk

by targeting a particular volatility level and adjusting the positioning of the portfolio

in an attempt to stay close to the volatility target. Although it is possible to

implement volatility targeting with any asset, portfolios of derivatives provide a cost-

effective implementation as trading is often done on a daily basis.

Following the research of Moreira and Muir (2017) the idea is very straightforward;

one needs to simply scale asset weights in the portfolio by the ratio of the target

volatility and the expectation of future volatility given the current asset mix.

Obviously, the value of the targeting is greatly impacted by the quality of the

volatility expectation model, but since these estimates are over short horizons, the

fact that volatility tends to cluster  makes this an “easier” effort. In equation form,

the return of the volatility managed portfolio, is the volatility scaled return of the

unmanaged portfolio which is simply the sum product of the asset weights and their
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returns.  When expected volatility is below target, the portfolio should lever above 100% and vice versa if the target to expected

volatility ratio is less than 1 .

A Simple Volatility Targeting Example

Let’s examine a simple example of volatility targeting using a single asset class. In this example, we will compare an investment in the

front month S&P 500 equity index futures contract with a 5% daily volatility targeted investment in the same index. For simplicity

we’ll ignore the return of the cash collateral which equally affects both investments and focus on the excess return over cash of both

investments.

As mentioned previously, the ability to implement volatility targeting relies on having an expectation of next period volatility. In this

example we use a very simple model based on the maximum of trailing 10-, 20- and 30-day volatility. There are far more

sophisticated methods for forecasting volatility, but even this simple method produces a full sample volatility close to our 5% target.

As we can see in this example, over the full sample the volatility targeted portfolio actually produced a higher Sharpe ratio than the

unmanaged portfolio, before transaction costs. This is not all that uncommon, with Harvey and coauthors [2018], noting the

relationship between risky assets and higher Sharpe ratios from volatility targeting. Although this is the case over long horizons, over

short periods of time, the volatility of the environment is key. Focusing only on the relatively crisis-free decade from 2009 to 2019, we

see the unmanaged portfolio outperformed on a risk-adjusted basis.
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Although comparing Sharpe ratios over different periods is helpful to get a flavor for what’s happening, improving returns should not,

in our opinion, be the focus of adding volatility targeting to a portfolio. Instead, the focus should be on the type of ride the investor is

looking to get.  This is easily seen during the COVID-19 crash of 2020. During this extremely volatile month, the unmanaged portfolio

saw losses of close to 25% while the targeted portfolio was down less than 5%. Even though by the end of June the two strategies

were virtually at the same level, for investors that panic and would have sold, or been forced to sell, during such a drawdown, the

targeted portfolio would have alleviated the issue.
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Volatility Targeting on a Multi-Asset Portfolio

With this simple single asset example as a backdrop, let’s turn our attention to applying volatility targeting on a multi-asset portfolio.

For the purposes of this analysis, we will use the Research Affiliates Global Multi-Asset Index (RAGMAE) . The Research Affiliates

Global Multi-Asset Index is a 5% volatility targeted multi-asset index combining futures exposure to 22  global equity markets, global

government bonds and commodities, incorporating native diversification into the portfolio. The assets are combined using a set of

both strategic/secular and tactical signals and wrapped in a custom volatility targeting framework. The base strategic portfolio

utilizes Research Affiliates capital market expectations to ground the positions in forward looking expectations based on where assets

are priced to go, not where they’ve been in the past . On top of the strategic allocations are tactical over- and underweights based on

the carry, value and trend momentum of the various assets. Utilizing these robust signals allows the index to capture shorter-term

pricing opportunities that surround the secular trajectory of asset markets.

The RAGMAE index also improves upon simple volatility targeting using a unique multi-step approach. Similar to the simple single

asset approach, we determine leverage and position sizes based on expected volatility. However expected volatility can be noisy and

slow to adjust to very rapid changes in volatility. The RAGMAE index also adjusts leverage based on realized short-term volatility. The

index uses a tail risk management approach where positions are liquidated and moved to cash if realized short-term volatility is

greater than 7%. This is done in an effort to get ahead of major market selloffs.

The below table highlights the impact of the strategic, tactical and volatility targeting components of the index. The strategic and

tactical components have provided returns of 4.3% and 2.5%, respectively, over the course of our simulation, while the volatility

targeting detracted 0.3%. As mentioned earlier, the goal of volatility targeting is not enhanced returns, but rather to provide a more

stable ride over time.

As with the earlier single asset portfolio example, we see similar benefits of volatility targeting with this multi-asset index. Over the

full simulation period, our volatility targeting algorithm provided a positive benefit by both reducing portfolio volatility as well as

increasing Sharpe ratio. As mentioned previously, our focus in applying volatility targeting is for the reduction in volatility. The

increase in Sharpe ratio is a nice added benefit, but the impact of additional turnover negates much of that in transaction costs.
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In the mid-2010s decade, the impact of volatility targeting is less meaningful as volatility itself was muted. This is the same impact we

saw with our previous simpler example. However, even in this case, there is an added benefit as the “vol-of-vol” is greatly reduced.

“Vol-of-vol,” or the volatility of 252-day rolling volatility, shows the variability in the risk of the portfolio itself. So, in addition to getting

closer to our target volatility over time, the volatility targeting algorithm reduces the variability around the target, thus providing a

smoother ride.

The RAGMAE index is designed to go beyond standard volatility targeting during crisis periods by over de-levering when volatility

rises dramatically, while taking into account expected reductions in liquidity during these periods. Comparing the unmanaged

portfolio to the volatility targeting portfolio during the COVID crash highlights this benefit. During the period of extreme market

volatility in March of 2020, the RAGMAE index switched to cash. While the market subsequently quickly rebounded, the volatility

managed portfolio still outperformed from March through June by 3.0%.

Portfolio Allocation
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Due to low correlation with the 60/40 assets that make up the bulk of many investor portfolios, a multi-asset volatility managed

portfolio like RAGMAE is a nice addition from a return and diversification perspective. The correlation of RAGMAE to the S&P 500,

US core bonds and US 60/40 is 22%, 44% and 29%, respectively.

We illustrate the benefits of blending RAGMAE with a 60/40 portfolio at various allocations below. Thus far we have focused on the

excess return of RAGMAE to focus specifically on the value of the index. However, this ignores the fact the RAGMAE performance is

from futures exposure and is stacked on top of cash returns. With rates expected to stay higher for longer, the ability to reinvest cash

collateral is an additional tailwind for investors. Even just a 10% allocation to RAGMAE increases overall return while reducing

volatility, resulting in a Sharpe ratio increase of approximately 15%. Greater allocation towards RAGMAE results in even greater risk

reduction and an increase in risk-adjusted returns.

Acknowledging that much of the RAGMAE history is from a simulation, and tempering expectations of the future, even two thirds of

the previous performance would be beneficial to the overall risk-adjusted performance of a 60/40 portfolio. Even after haircutting the

historical simulation by a third, adding just 10% of RAGMAE to your 60/40 allocation increases Sharpe ratio by 10%.

Conclusion

Volatility targeted multi-asset strategies provide several benefits: diversification, increased risk-adjusted returns and a smoother ride

over time. For investors, particularly those nearing retirement, multi-asset volatility targeted portfolios offer an interesting choice. Our

Research Affiliates Global Multi-Asset Index offers exposure to equities, bonds and commodities while providing a risk management

overlay that keeps volatility in a manageable range and moves out of risky assets during periods of heightened volatility. Investors

looking for increased diversification and reduced risk should consider adding an allocation to volatility targeted portfolios to their

overall portfolio mix.

End Notes

1. From January 2020 through December 2023, the VIX average increased 50% to 23.

2. Large changes in volatility tend to follow large changes, and likewise for small changes.

3. 

4. Effectively executing a volatility targeting program requires the knowledge, tools and comfort with managing leverage in the

portfolio.

RVM,t =
TargetV ol

ExpectedV ol ∑w(t−1,i)R(t,i)
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5. Analytics in this section are based on Research Affiliates internal calculations and may have minor differences with the published

ticker; however, any differences are immaterial to the comparisons being made here. The Research Affiliates Global Multi-Asset

Index went live in November of 2023, previous performance is based on simulation.

6. ASX SPI 200 Index, CAC40 Index, FTSE/MIB Index, FTSE 100 Index, Nikkei 225, S&P 500 Index. Australia, Germany, Italy, Japan,

UK, US government bonds. Corn, Brent Oil, Gasoline, Gasoil, Gold, Heating Oil, Kansas Wheat, Silver, Soybean Meal, Soybeans.

7. https://www.researchaffiliates.com/aai
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The material contained in this document is for informational purposes only. It is not intended as an offer or a solicitation for the purchase and/or sale of any security,

derivative, commodity, or financial instrument, nor is it advice or a recommendation to enter into any transaction. Research results relate only to a hypothetical model of past

performance (i.e., a simulation) and not to actual results or historical data of any asset management product. Hypothetical investor accounts depicted are not representative

of actual client accounts. No allowance has been made for trading costs or management fees, which would reduce investment performance. Actual investment results will

differ. Simulated data may have under- or over- compensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors. Simulated returns may not reflect the impact that material

economic and market factors might have had on the advisor’s decision-making if the advisor were actually managing clients’ money. Simulated data is subject to the fact that

it is designed with the benefit of hindsight. Simulated returns carry the risk that actual performance is not as depicted due to inaccurate predictive modeling. Simulated

returns cannot predict how an investment strategy will perform in the future. Simulated returns should not be considered indicative of the skill of the advisor. Investors may

experience loss of all or some of their investment. Index returns represent back tested performance based on rules used in the creation of the index, are not a guarantee of

future performance, and are not indicative of any specific investment. Indexes are not managed investment products and cannot be invested in directly. This material is based

on information that is considered to be reliable, but Research Affiliates, LLC (“RA”) and its related entities (collectively “Research Affiliates”) make this information available

on an “as is” basis without a duty to update, make warranties, express or implied, regarding the accuracy of the information contained herein. Research Affiliates is not

responsible for any errors or omissions or for results obtained from the use of this information. 

Nothing contained in this material is intended to constitute legal, tax, securities, financial or investment advice, nor an opinion regarding the appropriateness of any

investment. The information contained in this material should not be acted upon without obtaining advice from a registered professional. RA is an investment adviser

registered under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Our registration as an investment adviser does not imply a

certain level of skill or training. RA is not a broker-dealer and does not effect transactions in securities.

Investors should be aware of the risks associated with data sources and quantitative processes used to create the content contained herein or the investment management

process. Errors may exist in data acquired from third party vendors, the construction or coding of indices or model portfolios, and the construction of the spreadsheets, results

or information provided. Research Affiliates takes reasonable steps to eliminate or mitigate errors and to identify data and process errors, so as to minimize the potential

impact of such errors; however, Research Affiliates cannot guarantee that such errors will not occur. Use of this material is conditioned upon, and evidence of, the user’s full

release of Research Affiliates from any liability or responsibility for any damages that may result from any errors herein.

The trademarks Fundamental Index™, RAFI™, Research Affiliates Equity™, RAE™, and the Research Affiliates™ trademark and corporate name and all related logos are the

exclusive intellectual property of RA and in some cases are registered trademarks in the U.S. and other countries. Various features of the Fundamental Index methodology,

including an accounting data-based non-capitalization data processing system and method for creating and weighting an index of securities, are protected by various patents

of RA. (See applicable US Patents, Patent Publications and protected trademarks located at https://www.researchaffiliates.com/legal/disclosures#patent-trademarks-and-

copyrights, which are fully incorporated herein.) Any use of these trademarks, logos, or patented methodologies without the prior written permission of RA is expressly

prohibited. RA reserves the right to take any and all necessary action to preserve all of its rights, title, and interest in and to these marks and patents.

The views and opinions expressed are those of the author and not necessarily those of RA. The opinions are subject to change without notice.
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